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Abstract
We train a variational autoencoder to convert discrete representations of molecules
to and from a multidimensional continuous representation. This continuous representation allow us to automatically generate novel chemical structures by performing simple operations in the latent space, such as decoding random vectors,
perturbing known chemical structures, or interpolating between molecules. Continuous representations also allow the use of powerful gradient-based optimization to
efficiently guide the search for optimized functional compounds. We demonstrate
our method in the design of drug-like molecules as well as organic light-emitting
diodes.
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Introduction

The goal of drug and material design is to propose novel molecules that optimally achieve various
measurable desiderata. However, optimization in molecular space is extremely challenging, because
the search space is large, discrete, and unstructured. Making and testing new compounds is costly and
time consuming, and the number of potential candidates is overwhelming. Only about 108 substances
have ever been synthesized,[1] whereas the commonly reported range of potential drug-like molecules
is 1023 - 1060 .[2]
Computation offers a way to speed up this search.[3, 4, 5, 6] Virtual libraries containing thousands
to hundreds of millions of candidates can be assayed with computational methods, and the most
promising leads are selected and tested experimentally.
However, even with accurate simulations,[7] computational molecular design is limited by the
search strategies available to explore chemical space. Current methods are either an exhaustive
search through a fixed library,[8, 9] or the use of a discrete local search method such as a genetic
algorithm[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] or a similar discrete interpolation technique.[16]
A differentiable, reversible, and data-driven representation has several advantages over existing
systems. First, hand-specified mutation rules are unnecessary, and new compounds can be generated
automatically by modifying the vector representation and decoding. Large chemical databases
typically contain millions of molecules, but most properties are nevertheless unknown for most
molecules. A data-driven representation can leverage a large set of unlabeled chemical compounds to
automatically build an even larger implicit library, and then use the smaller set of labeled examples
to build a regression model from the continuous representation to the desired properties. Having
a differentiable representation allows the use of gradient-based optimization to leverage geometric
information and make larger jumps in chemical space. We can also use Bayesian optimization

methods to select compounds that are likely to be informative about the global optimum. These
methods can be combined into a closed loop that proposes new compounds, tests their properties, and
uses this new information to suggest even better compounds.
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Methods

To leverage the power of recent advances in sequence-to-sequence autoencoders for modeling text[17],
we use the SMILES[18] representation, a commonly-used text encoding for organic molecules. We
also tried InChI[19] as an alternative string representation, found it to perform significantly worse
than SMILES, presumably due to a more complex syntax that includes counting and arithmetic.
To enable molecular design, the chemical structures encoded in the continuous representation of
the autoencoder need to be correlated to the target properties that need to be optimized. Therefore,
based on the autoencoder results, we train a third model to predict molecular properties based on the
latent representation of a molecule. To propose promising new candidate molecules, latent vectors of
encoded molecules are moved in the direction most likely to improve the desired attribute and these
new candidate vectors are decoded.

Figure 1: Starting from the molecule in the center, two random, unit-length vectors were followed in
latent space for increasingly large displacements. This defines a random two-dimensional plane in
the 56-dimensional latent space. A each location in in this two-dimensional subspace, we show the
molecule most likely to be decoded at that point in the latent space. Nearby points decode to similar
molecules, and distant points decode to a wide variety of compounds.
Bayesian optimization of molecules We trained a sparse Gaussian process (GP) model [20] with
500 inducing points to predict the cost of each molecule from the molecule’s feature vector. After this,
we perform 10 iterations of Bayesian optimization using the expected improvement (EI) heuristic [21].
On each iteration, we select a batch of 50 latent feature vectors by sequentially maximizing the EI
acquisition function. To account for pending evaluations in the batch selection process we use the
Kriging Believer Algorithm [22]. That is, after selecting each new data point in the batch, we add
that data point as a new inducing point in the sparse GP model with associated target variable equal
to the mean of the GP predictive distribution. Once a new batch of 50 latent feature vectors has
been selected, each point in the batch is transformed into its corresponding SMILES string using the
decoder network. From the SMILES string, we then obtain the corresponding score value using (1).
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Results

Using variational autoencoders to produce a compact representation. To ensure that every
point in the latent space corresponds to a valid molecule, we modified our autoencoder and its
2

objective into a variational autoencoder (VAE) [23]. Using variational autoencoders with RNN
encoder and decoder networks was first tried by Bowman et al. and we follow their approach
closely.[17],
The autoencoder was trained on a dataset with approximately 250,000 drug-like commercially available molecules extracted from the ZINC database.[24] We also tested this approach on approximately
100,000 OLED molecules that have been generated only computationally.[9]

Figure 2: Projection of the molecular training sets onto learned two-dimensional latent spaces. The
one-dimensional histograms show the distribution of the training data along each dimension, overlaid
with the Gaussian prior imposed in the variational autoencoder. The points are colored along a
chemical property that is relevant to their function, and will be the target of optimization experiments.
Left: A natural library of drug-like molecules, colored by their predicted water-octanol partition
coefficient. Right: A combinatorially-generated library of organic LED molecules, colored by their
predicted delayed fluorescent emission rate (kTADF in µs−1 ).

Bayesian optimization of drug-like molecules The proposed molecule autoencoder can be used
to discover new molecules with desired properties.
As a simple example, we first attempt to maximize the water-octanol partition coefficient (logP),
as estimated by RDkit.[25] logP is an important element in characterizing the drug-likeness of
a molecule, and is of interest in drug design. To ensure that the resulting molecules to be easy
to synthesize in practice, we also incorporate the synthetic accessibility[26] (SA) score into our
objective.
Our initial experiments, optimizing only the logP and SA scores, produced novel molecules, but ones
having unrealistically large rings of carbon atoms. To avoid this problem, we added a penalty for
having carbon rings of size larger than 6 to our objective.
Thus our preferred objective is, for a given molecule m, given by:
J(m) = logP(m) − SA(m) − ring-penalty(m) ,

(1)

where the scores logP(m), SA(m), and ring-penalty(m) are normalized to have zero mean and unit
standard deviation across the training data.
More than half of the 500 latent feature vectors selected by the above process produced a valid
SMILES string. Among the resulting molecules, the two best had objective values of 5.02 and 4.68,
higher than the best objective value in the training data, 4.52. The right part of Figure 4 shows
the empirical distribution of objective values for the molecules in the training data. The two new
molecules are shown in the left part of Figure 4.
A high value of the objective (1) does not necessarily translate into a high logP score. However, the
logP scores for the molecules from Figure 4 are 8.07 and 8.51, while the highest logP score in the
training data is 8.25. Therefore, the second molecule has higher logP score than any other molecule
in the training set. This shows that the molecule autoencoder can be combined with Bayesian
optimization to discover new molecules with better properties than those found in the training set.
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Figure 3: Interpolation. Two-dimensional interpolation between four random drugs. Left Starting
molecules encoded, whose decodings correspond to the respective four corners of the figure to
the right. Right Decodings of interpolating linearly between the latent representations of the four
molecules to the right.
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Figure 4: Left: Molecules generated by the optimization process with better score values than any
other molecule in the training data. Right: Histogram of objective values in the training data.
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Limitations

One problem with the current two-stage learning approach is that the latent representation from
unsupervised training might not smoothly map to the property being optimized. A straightforward way
to address this problem would be to jointly train on both objectives. Jointly training would encourage
the model to find a latent representation which is both easily decoded, and easy to predict with.[27]
In addition, we also expect to obtain better generalization by training a larger deep autoencoder with
more data. The chemical structures of close to one hundred million chemical compounds are known,
and could be used to train a single unified embedding of known chemistry. Software packages that
use multiple graphical processing units are being applied to this task.
In this work, we used a text-based encoding of molecules, but using a graph-based autoencoder would
have several advantages. However, building a neural network which can output arbitrary graphs is an
open problem.
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